OPEN 24 HOURS – 7 DAYS A WEEK

24 MOVIE BOOTHS
2 MINI THEATRES

ACTION
BOOKSTORE

4613 MT. VERNON
524-5612

LIKE EVERYTHING IN TEXAS

troducing
BUNK HOUSE
"the exciting aroma"

BIGGER — BETTER — BIGGER
BOLDER — BETTER — BIGGER

CUSTOM MADE
DECORATED
LEATHER COCK-RINGS
from
$3.95
MADE TO MEASURE AND
CUSTOM FITTED!

DECORATED
WRIST BANDS
from
$10.95
MADE TO ORDER
AND OTHER LEATHER ITEMS
ON REQUEST

OFFERING A WIDE SELECTION OF GAY BOOKS, NEWS
PAPERS AND MAGAZINES WITH A HOT ACTION MOVIE
ARCADE

JANUARY 30 – FEBRUARY 6

The Southwest's Only Weekly Gay Newspaper

Jennifer
Miss Gay Arkansas
TELE AUCTION

Channel 8, KHOU, Houston's public television station will have its sixth annual Tele-Auction May 1-9, 1976. Art will be a major factor with two special nights devoted to it, Saturday, May 8 and Sunday, May 9.

In the Art Exhibition the Channel 8 Tele-Auction will award one prize, the production of a thirty minute television documentary on the winning artist and his work. The program will be broadcast on Channel 8 on a date to be determined after the Tele-Auction. Only works donated by individual artists will be included in the competition. Works donated by galleries and private collectors will not be included in the judging. We hope the thirty minute documentary will provide an incentive for Houston area artists to select their very best works for donation to the Tele-Auction.

The award winner will be announced at the Art Preview Party which will be held at the 1100 Milam Building, April 21, 1976, from 6 to 9 p.m. The exhibition will be open to the public from Thursday, April 22 to Tuesday, May 4.

Due to the cooperation in the past of so many galleries, collectors and artists, art has been the most successful of all categories of the Tele-Auction. Because Channel 8 is a great asset to the community and because of the publicity you will receive, we hope you will want to participate in this historic and exciting event.

In the next few weeks, we hope to receive many of our area artists to select their very best works for donation to the Tele- Auction.

PLANTATION FOLLIES

The Old Plantation Follies featuring Tiffany Jones will have its final showing Sunday night. Appearing with the "Texas Torpedo" is Lana, Eartha Kitt, and Kitty Keye.

Opening time is 9:15 p.m. There is a $1.00 cover, with all bar drinks half price.

HOMOSEXUALS ORDAINED?

The Rev. Billy Graham has come out in favor of ordaining homosexuals as ministers if "they have accepted Jesus Christ and have turned away from their sins. After repentance and training, each should be considered on his individual case."

The well known American Evangelist made his comments at a news conference in Belgium, prior to his first crusade in that country.

DEPARTMENT RE-OPENS

The Depository Club, 2608 Pecham, Houston, has opened its doors after closing for three days for remodeling. The management said they had closed to "clean up their act." That is to clean and repair the bar with the necessary work and is unable to be completed overnight.

Now open in the back of the main floor area is C. J.'s Boutique. C. Harrington, the former Mr. David, brings the latest in fashion with convenient shopping hours made for you. Upstairs, a new TV lounge has been put in. Overlooking the main room and dance floor, cruising has never been made easier. But of course, the new dance floor and light show shouldn't be neglected either.

In all, the Depository has "cleaned up their act" and once again offers the finest in disco along with one of the cleanest clubs around.

WHAT SORT OF MAN WEARS DENIM?

A man with a sense of style.
One who exercises taste and discrimination in not only his outerwear, but underwear as well. And he looks to Jean

Look Adam Briefs for the finest in contemporary comfort and fashion - even when they may be all he's wearing.

AH MEN, of Houston

A national Organization of Gay Catholic Men & Women

St. Anne's Church
Westheimer
P.O. Box 174
Houston, 77006

"and those concerned...

Mr. AND Miss Gay Laredo

On February 21st, the El Vaquero Club, Laredo will host the first annual Mr. and Miss Gay Laredo Contest. The winners will represent Laredo in all Gay functions in the south Texas area and all entries are welcome.

The registration deadline for entries is January 31st. Contestants should send their names, addresses, and photographs to the El Vaquero Club, 1802 Santa Ursula, Laredo, Texas 78040.

HOUSTON DRAGS OPEN SHOPS

Two of Houston's most well known women's clothing boutiques have set up businesses in Houston. Mr. Kiki Lee, known for many years in Texas for his comedy drag, has opened Kiki Lee's Dragstore at the Great Exchange Pies Market on Westpark. You can find just about anything at Kiki's. If he doesn't have what you're looking for, chances are he can find it. Across town in the 904 Lovett complex, Mr. E. D. Lloyd has opened E. D.'s Originals. E. D. is known to many for his shows at the Hi-Kamp Club, Houston. He was largely responsible for much of the production wardrobe. E.D.'s creative talent is now available for custom made gowns, costumes, and alterations.
GRAND OPENING
Thursday, January 29th

DEPOSITORY
2606 Peckham at Westheimer
Houston

CJ'S BOUTIQUE

THE LATEST IN ADULT BOOK STORES
GALLERIA
Novelties Magazines and Peep Shows

WHEN IN CORPUS, THE PLACE TO BE!
PENNY'S PARADISE
807 N. Chapparall
 Corpus Christi, Texas
(512) 882-0046

HOUSTON'S LEATHER BAR
1732 Westheimer
(713) 528-8844
Sunday 6-7: $1 beer bust
Monday 7-9: free bingo with gifts, prizes
Tuesday 9:30: FREE Movie
Wednesday: half price drinks with hats or colors

3 LOCATIONS IN SAN ANTONIO
1014 S.W. Military — 923-9998
★ 6724 San Pedro — 826-9223
THE ONE TO VISIT IF BONDAGE IS YOUR GAME WITH "THE BONDAGE AREA"
Hwy 90 (near Lackland AFB)
Feb. 1, 1976 — 1st Annual Mr. & Mrs. Oddworld Contest. Theme is Camp. The wonderful prize for this dubious honor is:

A fabulous evening visiting the gay highlights of Houston. The evening will start when the winners are picked up in a chauffeured-driven ice cream truck and whisked off to Dirty Sally's for a before-dinner cocktail. Then they will enjoy a sumptuous dinner for two as Tooters (tip not included) and off to the Inside-Outside for a refreshing drink. But that's not all because our lucky winners will be treated to sneak previews of the finest, first-run movies at Studz News and Adultz News. Then put on your dancing shoes for the best on discotheque at the Farmhouse and the Depository. Your evening will wind up with a night cap at Mary's, the place that is renowned for offering the best in entertainment. Yes, all of this can be yours — an evening to remember. Encourage your friends and enemies to enter this contest. Let Frank Mann know that we are proud to be oddwodds. $1 cover for the contest. Proceeds to GPC. 3:30pm. Costume: any thing odd. At the Inside-Outside.
Dear Aunt Sofa:

I am in my mid-thirties and am considered sexually normal by all who know me. I have high moral standards; have always been considered straight but personally consider myself bi-sexual. My sex life has always been exciting. My problem is that ever since I was a child, I've been interested in other men's penises. I have fondled and looked at many young men's penises, and some have also played with mine. However, I have never, masturbated or been masturbated by another male in public toilets, nor have I done these acts with someone I didn't know well. Also, if the boys weren't interested in me, I'd leave them alone.

I do like the opposite sex as well and am attracted to pretty girls just as any normal man, but I just really like seeing and fondling penises. I'm not interested in doing fellatio. I'm wondering if I am some sort of freak. I'm especially interested in young men with large penises - I do not approach underage boys. (My penis is about 6 1/2" long, which I assume is an average size.) Is it possible that I'm a homosexual?

ADVISE:

What you describe is very possibly some controlled expression of homosexuality which you obviously do not want to develop any further than you have.

You manage the extracurricular interest of your sex life quite well, it seems to me. You know what you want; you know where to go to find the special outlets you are seeking; you know whom you want to be with, and you only relate to those who want you, or want to be with you. You feel enough concern not to hurt or demean yourself or others who mean something to you.

You are over 30 and have been doing what you're doing quite a long time. Why do you suppose now that you are starting to worry about it? Or has it always worried you?

Why should the label "homosexual" seem so terrible to you? What is there about the word to cause you so much anxiety? It seems that so long as you don't refer to your particular kinds of activities as homosexual you are able to rationalize them quite well. I do understand that in the U.S. most males feel very threatened when they think that their conduct or anything about them, for that matter might seem homosexual. It would certainly be a great relief if you could get rid of your prejudices in this matter, wouldn't it?

ARIES March 21 - April 19
Those who pull at your heart strings to extract cash should be bypassed. Keep cultivating influential contacts.

TAURUS April 20 - May 20
You may not share the views of higher ups and key associates early in the forenoon, in the forenoon. Just get down to work gathering the facts before starting any arguments. There should be no lack of them at this time.

GEMINI May 21 - June 21
Whatever develops this week should come up to your fondest hopes. It takes energy, character and quick action to get the wheels turning. Take your cue from trends, events and all sources of information.

CANCER June 22 - July 22
Some sort of housing or family situation could strain harmonious relations. Hidden desires may not always be granted, fortunately.

LEO July 23 - August 22
If you feel a creative streak coming on, don't let anyone interrupt it. There are moments when one has to grab them on the wing.

VIRGO Aug 23 - Sept 22
The relations you enjoy with your closest allies are too precious to jeopardize for any reason what so ever. Nothing can replace them.

LIBRA Sept 23 - Oct 22
Your first impulse could be the rash one which should be checked before you run into trouble. Price and examine everything before buying. There is a feeling of romance in the air.

SCORPIO Oct 24 - Nov 22
There has been a sudden and unexpected turn for the better as far as romance, creativity, and cherished ones are concerned. Be glad.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22 - Dec 21
Keep both allies and rivals pacified when they show signs of turning aggressive. You have the ingenuity and resourcefulness needed.

CAPRICORN Dec 22 - Jan 19
Regardless of what others think, you find yourself better off listening exclusively to yourself. It's particularly so about money.

AQUARIUS Jan 20 - Feb 19
Refuse to be disturbed, mentally or physically. There are tensions building up that may upset you in connection with the family.

PICTURES Feb 19 - March 20
Avoid any sort of domestic scene this week. Your business or professional activities should flourish. Aim for bigger returns.
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See a long lasting relationship with and good looking. Dig tennis, enjoy active and passive French and Greek. Interests include art, acting men! French active and into JO; I fall in love. Please send photo B~206. Dan~s~/~,-19: {/ii,-,us· iso males 18-30 in DFW, Austin, Ft. music, and movies. Love sex, would like to hear and meet gay body. Very independent and stable brown hair, brown eyes, wishes to friends/lover between 19-30. No certain guy. Write me, no fems, s/m, fats, fems. Prefer straight sincere only.

B-197 Houston, w/m, 29, 6'4", 220, brown hair and eyes, Pisces. Am self employed and enjoy movies, theater, dining and just life in general. Would like to meet w/m 18-30, smooth body with slim build who is Greek active and French passive and active. I enjoy good company. Photo if possible.

G-122 Dallas White attractive bi female wishes to meet other bi females from the DFW area for a licking good time. Black boy friend enjoys watching. We are uninhibited and have no prejudices. Please include photo or phone. Discretion is assured.

A-181 Houston All size roll film developed - 56c prints and enlargements from 3 1/3 x 5 26c, 3x7 35c, 8x10 75c, 11x14 850 16x20 8.75. Black and white only. Please include 56c postage any other inquiries or special requests invited.

B-218 Houston Need a guiding hand and caring discipline. Housebroken, must give to my fellow man. Please send photo of your perfection and instructions, sir. Please let me pay for your one and only reply, master.

B-219 Dallas Seeking handsome w/m, 26-34 to share newly found sexual freedom. I'm married but my wife does not share my new life. So, I'm looking for brief encounters more than long relationships. I feel sure there are other married guys who are in need of a discreet way to meet and sex without frequenting public places. Please write and give your personal details, address and phone. Please include a photo any kind. Let's get together soon.

B-185 Houston, are you a w/m, 28-32, 5'11", 155, well built and good looking. Dig tennis, music, and movies. Love sex, would like to hear and meet gay males 18-30 in DF, Austin, Pt. Hood and other mid Texas towns. Seek long lasting relationship with certain guy. Write me, no fems, fats or distant relations. Photo and address.

B-206 Houston, w/m, 18, 6'11", 150 brown hair, brown eyes, wishes to meet other gay men 18-24. Enjoy active and passive French and Greek. Interests include art, music (* funk), theater and lots of sex. I'm looking for both friend- and lover. Please send address, phone and photo. No s/m, b/d.

B-224 Ft. Hood. Gay w/m, soldier, 21. 6'11", 155, well built and good looking. Dig tennis, music, and movies. Love sex, would like to hear and meet gay males 18-30 in DFW, Austin, Pt. Hood and other mid Texas towns. Seek long lasting relationship with certain guy. Write me, no fems, fats or distant relations. Photo and address.

B-195 Houston. Are you a w/m, 28-32, 5'11", 155, well built and have a mountain boy or French passive and into JO; if so, a w/m, 21, 5'10", 180, blue eyes and nicely end would like to invite you over for a beer, a smoke and a sexual encounter only. No long term stands. Send brief letter with address and/or phone. Photo not necessary as only those fitting above description should write.

PLACE YOUR OWN AD FREE USING THIS FORM !!!

All "Personal Ads" in the GM/FS are listed free of charge. NO FREE ad is printed with telephone number or address. All ads are coded by number and run until further notice from the advertiser or until three complaints of not answering replies are received.

Here's my ad with without photo(s). Please print my ad and forward me a free copy of the issue of the Gay Male/Female Swingers (GM/FS) in which my ad appears.

If the undersigned, hereby represent that I am not a minor, that the photo(s) (if photo is included) is an actual photograph of myself and that all data included in my ad is true and correct. I am hereby given for the GM/FS any other publication as the GM/FS may see fit, or to use for the promotion thereof. It is also understood that the GM/FS may edit or rewrite my ad to meet with publication policy. It is understood that no parts of photos or ads will be furnished for my approval and I waive all claims in respect to accuracy of reproduction of either. It is also understood that the GM/FS is completely released from any liability in connection with the ad. I understand that all replies to ads will be forwarded at the rate of $1 per reply.

I have read the above and fully understand that the ad copy and photo supplied are in full compliance with above.

SIGNED:

THIS INFORMATION IS FOR OUR FILES AND NOT BE PUBLISHED:

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Area Code:
Phone Number:
Mail to: Nuntius
4615 Mt Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006

PERSONAL AD AND PHOTO(S) PUBLISHED FREE

B-220 Houston. W/m, 28, brown hair and eyes, seeks friends and/or lover. Enjoy active/passive French and Greek. Interests include music, art, theater, and travel. Prefer slim, straight appearing acting guys. I want to meet sincere and honest person. Include phone and photo if possible.

B-222 Houston I'm 5'6", attractive socitable, 28, but look much younger, short brown hair, blue eyes. Have BA in English but work as full time nurse. Seek companionship first but hope for longer relationship. Desire someone 25-46, professional, educated. Must be attractive and consider self, I'm basic but affectionate. No long hairs, baldies, fatties or heavy drinkers. Should also be a sincere individual and desire to attend MCC regularly. I'm bored with going around alone. Love to dance cook and socialize. Photo a must.

G-123 Denton Wants single girls interested in correspondence and meeting girls. Love all cultures especially French. Can be bi with attractive girl that is understanding. Will answer all descriptive letters with photos descriptive letters with photos same day received.

G-129 Hensport N.J. I'm broad minded and young built for pleasure. I enjoy it best, but willing to learn about it all. Write now.

B-223 Temple Professional man will financially help needy young and sincere college student who desires older father image type of companionship. Prefer the quiet, home loving type who likes to travel. No bar chasers, fums or obvious gays. Should be discreet, neat and clean, presentable to straight friends. Social drinking ok but no heavy drugs. No unusual demands. I do not want a housekeeper, I need a father image type affectionate relationship not necessary to live in but free to pursue schooling, etc. Am well educated and dance sensuously. Houston area or travel at your expense.

B-216 Houston Are you lonesome? I am, I'm looking for someone to share my life with. I'm w/m, 5'9" 160, have a moustache and wear glasses. Should be white, bi, between one approx my build age 18-35. I like all music, camping and hik­ ing or just walking or staying home watching TV, please send phone and address, I will meet everyone who answers. We will see if we are meant for each other.

B-200 Houston Attractive, white male, 5'11", 28, brown hair and eyes, seeks friends and/or lover. Enjoy active/passive French and Greek. Interests include music, art, theater, and travel. Prefer slim, straight appearing acting guys. I want to meet sincere and honest person. Include phone and photo if possible.